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PROGRESS  LESVOS

PROJECT

We started the month with a deep cleaning of

the gym . With the clmbing wall being

finalized and a clean gym , we were all ready

to open again stronger than ever .

Unfortunately , just 5 days after the cleaning ,

the second lockdown was imposed in Greece

and forced us to close the gym and the yoga

tent and to stop our activities . Since the 7th

of November the camp is closed and our

community members are only allowed to go

out once per week for 4 hours based on the

number on their police paper . Luckily we have

been able to provide our students with quite

some equipment to be able to continue their

trainings inside the camp , and we are very

proud on how they bare the current

circumstances . We try to support them

wherever we can ! Besides we have started

online yoga classes multiple times per week

with our amazing yoga teachers !  

PROGRESS  ATHENS

PROJECT  HIWA

Unfortunately the gym in Athens is

also closed because of the lockdown .

However this doesn 't mean that

nothing is going on ! Our coordinators

have done a great job doing

renovations in the gym and Ali has

been very active making workout

videos . Besides the running team is

still training daily in the park and the

boxing is also continued outside . In

the end of the month Estelle and

Nina went to Athens to start an

intense training course for the

coordination team , focusing on skills

building and task division within the

coordination team . 



SITUATION  ON  LESVOS

With the camp closed and the island in lockdown the situation is getting

more and more tense . Violence , alcohol abuse and mental problems are

increasing inside the camp . There are still no sufficient showers and the

weather is getting colder . Our community members tell us it is cold and wet

in the tents . We try to support our teachers with warm clothes , shoes , and

internet , but it is hard to not be with them and to not be able to take them

out of the camp and train with them in the gym and yoga tent . On the

island people can only go outside with a permission paper or text message ,

which makes it difficult for our team to meet and to keep the connection

with the volunteers . We try to keep up the running program with people

from Mytilini and community members that can get out of the camp . Of

course we respect the distance while running . 

SITUATION  IN  ATHENS

In Athens the same lockdown measures apply as in Lesvos . However , our

trainers manage to keep running and boxing in the Aleksandra park . Quite

some people have been transfered to Athens over the last month , but now

in November because of the lockdown the number of transfers to Athens

have decreased . Access to legal help and education are difficult in this

lockdown times and we experience that the lockdown is difficult for many

of our community members in Athens . Hopefully we move beyond this

situation very quickly and we can be together again soon ! 



LESVOS  
Yoga:

- Vinyasa flow

(online)

- Akro yoga (online)

- Vinyasa yoga (in

the camp)

- Running (in the

camp and in

Mytilini)

- Bodybuilding (in

the camp)

Martial Arts:

- Muay Tai (in the

camp)

- Boxing (in the

camp)

- Karate (in the

camp)

- Kung Fu (in the

camp)

Field sports:

- Football (in the

camp)

PROJECT  UPDATES

We are super proud of our teachers that keep

continuing their training inside the camp . We

provided them with clothes , boxing gloves ,

bandages , bodybuilding equipment , running shoes ,

jump ropes , etc . to continue their training . They

keep us updates via our Whatsapp . Our football

team even organized a tournament inside the

camp in the second week of the lockdown , which

they , of course , won ! 



PROJECT  UPDATES

The renovations in the gym are almost finished and

the gym is ready to be open ! The coordinators

learned a lot during the training in the end of the

month and they divided the tasks among

themselves . Ali is enthusiastically working on

exercise videos for bodybuilding , and fitness in

general . The running coach Morteza is training

everyday in the park with a big group of

enthusiastic men and women ! Besides the boxing

team organizes trainings in the park 5 days per

week . 

ATHENS

- Running (park)

- Boxing/ (park)

- Bodybuilding

(Videos with Ali)



EA-sports : vests and hats

Everlast : boxing gloves and pads

Different equipment from Refugym

Income

Our total income this month : 8461

(-10 .546 ,51) 

Income from general donations : 3614 ,84 

Income from volunteer house : 400

Support Three Peas : 400

Specific donations : 4045 ,77

Income per category : 

Other forms of support
Physical donations :

FINANCES  

We are 100% funded through independent donations

Climbing wall
41.9%

Direct transfer
35.6%

Volunteer house
4.7%

Facebook 
5.8%

Expenses

Our total expenses this month : 7985

(-9 .885 ,27)

Expenses per category : 

Expenses per project : 

Projects
58%

Housing
20.5%

Teacher support
6.4%

Human Resources
6.3%

General fundraising update

The costs of the climbing wall have

almost been entirely covered by

Civifleet . Furthermore we have

received some very generous private

donations from people we know .

Until May 2020 we will receive 400

euros per month from Three Peas to

cover the rent of the gym in Athens . 

Explanation of expenses

Overall the expenses and income in

November were much less than in the

previous 2 months . In November by far

the most money has been spent on the

realization of the climbing wall , but this

expense has also been covered by a

specific donation for it . Furthermore

there were only regular expenses , and of

course many expenses were not made

because of the lockdown . 

Gym
22.4%

Teacher support
10%

Climbing wall
67.6%



Built an organizational
structure

Create a budget plan

Involve community
members in the
organization

Strengthen volunteer
coordination

Internal

organization

Nina and Estelle went to

Athens to train the

coordination team there .

They are extremely

enthusiastic and we are

looking forward to see

them grow more in their

role as coordinators .

The external accounting

for 2018 is finalized and

for 2019 almost . There is

a budget created for

Athens . 

The coordinators in

Athens are all from the

community . Besides ,

now the camp is in

lockdown the full

responsibility for the

training is in the hands

of the teachers

Not so much work now

for the volunteers

Improve fundraising

Increase visibility

Expand to other
locations

Integration and
contact with local
population

External

Strategy

we are working on a

big campaign for

December with the

help of Simona , one of

our volunteers . The

goal for this campaign

is to get monthly

donors attached to the

project . Besides we

have established a

cooperation with

Civifleet and with

Three Peas for the

Athens project . 

The new website will

be launched soon ,

besides we are working

hard on our social

media and we had

some nice publications

in November . 

For now the focus is on

Athens and Lesvos .

We are establishing

contact in Athens with

different gyms and

projects . 

Increase teacher support

Projects in Moria and
Pikpa

More women engaged

Improve the gym

Projects

With Civifleet we have

established a cooperation

to support the teachers

with 50 euros per month .

Moria and Pikpa do no

longer exist .

For women it is extremely

hard to train inside the

new camp . On the other

hand in Athens , there is a

lot of women

participating in all the

sports activities .

The climbing wall is

ready and the gym is

completely cleaned . 

PROGRESS  ON  POLICY  PRIORITIES



Mahdi (dancing)

Zaki (yoga)

Aziz (bodybuilding)

Navid (boxing)

Habib (boxing)

Sangali (Kung Fu)

Mahdi (Muay Tai)

Rohele (Taekwando)

Zia (Parkour)

Nassim (Karate)

Yadullah (yoga)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Jaweed (Judo)

Wahid (Wrestling)

Mahmoud (Swimming)

Aman (Football)

Jawad (Football)

Sultan (Akroyoga)

Ali (bodybuilding)

Mohadise (yoga)

Hamid (Muay Tai)

Sohaila (Fitness women)

Aref (taekwando)

Rakhan (Breakdance)

Ehsan (Kung-Fu)

Iqbal (Boxing)

Nasrin (Zumba)

Morteza (running)

Update on teachers 

Current teaching team : 

Lesvos : 

Athens :

COMMUNITY  &  OUTREACH

General fundraising update

Lukas

Romane

Antoine

Simona

Miled

Corrado

Update on volunteers 

Coordinators : Miren , Louise , Nina ,

Estelle , Aref , Ali , Soheyla

The volunteers in November :

Social media

Facebook

Total likes : 2 .932 (+122) 

Total followers : 3 .101 (+91)

Total posts : 10

People reached : 6 .861 (+171%)

Post engagements : 1357 (+113%)

Page likes : 143 (+522%)

Page followers 145 (+480%)

Instagram:

Total followers : 2 .436 (+38)

Total posts : 11

Dagblad van het Noorden ,

18/11/2020 

Publications

https://www.dvhn.nl/groningen/Nina-de-Winter-geeft-hardlooptraining-aan-vluchtelingen-op-Lesbos.-Ondanks-de-verwoestende-brand-in-Moria-en-corona-gaat-ze-door-26209473.html


Aziz
Bodybuilding coach , Lesvos , Congo ,

bodybuilding for 10 years .

"I really love sports and that is why I
wanted to start exercising here in
Lesvos. Of course the conditions are
not good and the situation of the
lockdown is very difficult but I love to
teach and to share my passion." 

Aman
Football coach , Lesvos , 22 ,

Afghanistan , in Lesvos for a year ,

played in the premier league in Herat . 

"We have difficult conditions during
this quarantine in the camp, but this
cannot stop our training. We are in
qurantine for three weeks and our
football teams trains in the camp
every morning at 7 AM."

MESSAGE  FROM  THE  COMMUNITY

OUR  PARTNERS

WWBT Lesvos Solidarity Team Humanity

Zaporeak One Happy Family Proemaid

Spanos


